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Dear friend, you’re about to discover a whole new world of possibilities!

I’m sure you will be delighted with this information. My goal is to be able to help as many people as possible understand the great sexual possibilities you can have if you’re open to them. That’s why I want this information to get to as many people as possible.

Please forward this information to as many people as you like. Also if you want, post it in your Ezine, blog or newsletter. This information is very difficult to find, so people will be very grateful when you give it to them.

Many people told me I was crazy to give this away for FREE, but the truth is, for me it’s just a tiny bit of the knowledge I can share with other people about a “taboo” topic. For many people (like you, most likely) this information offers a gold mine of opportunities for finding perfect candidates for delicious threesome sex.

Make sure to visit my website and learn more about threesome sex, so you too will enjoy very soon this heavenly experience.

http://www.kickstartcart.com/app/?af=313429
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Finding Candidates For A Threesome

"The best definition of ménage à trois can’t be found in a dictionary, because it is a charged way of looking at love that demands sharing and imagination."
- Foster, Foster, and Hadady, Three in Love

The 11 Success Options to Find Candidates for Your Threesome

The eleven resources that yield the maximum possibilities are:

1. Internet
2. Seminars
3. Clothing Optional Holidays
4. Advertising
5. Seducing Friends
6. Swinger Clubs
7. Single Bars
8. Gay Bars
9. Male Strip Clubs
10. Conventions
11. “Hunting” & Holiday Places

“The greatest pleasure in life is doing what people say you cannot do.”
- Walter Bagehot
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1. Internet (FFM) (MMF)

The internet is a great tool for finding candidates for your threesome. There are loads of sites where you can either place ads or answer ads. I can tell you about many of them, but BY FAR there’s one that has yielded the best results in our quest for friends and threesome candidates!

I’ll tell you the name a bit later, but first I want to tell about this site....

Inside this site you'll find many EAGER, HORNY women, ready and willing to join in a threesome! YES! I'm serious.

A few months ago, I was watching T.V. and I suddenly saw an advertisement for a website for women who were dissatisfied with their sex lives!

As I'm really curious, I signed up and decided to give it a try....

BOY was I in for a wonderful surprise! Literally hundreds of women advertising for one night stands and uncomplicated sexual encounters! I'm talking about desperate housewives who want to have an affair and are open for virtually anything!

This is where you come in. If you're open minded enough (as I think you are) and discreet enough, I can honestly tell you: This site is a GOLD MINE of threesome possibilities!

My intent is not to encourage extramarital affairs, but hey, you wanted to meet women open for a threesome and have uncomplicated sex, right?

Well, here's yet another possibility!

We've tried this site ourselves and trust me, it's well worth investing in some "pay-as-you go" credits to be able to meet lots of women who are HORNY and willing!

I'm including an interesting article about this site and a video clip from a television program.

Article: http://www.newswire.ca/en/releases/archive/November2004/30/c8905.html

Video: http://easylink.playstream.com/enertia/am/global_coverage150.rm

You'll need the Real Player to see the video: Download it for free at http://www.real.com

In this page http://www.kickstartcart.com/app/adtrack.asp?AdID=148430 you can sign up for a FREE account, browse around the site and then buy some "Pay-as-you-go" credits and you'll see I'm not exaggerating!

The name of the "Threesome Goldmine" site is: AshleyMadison.com

These are 3 more sites where my hubby and I have "enlisted" ladies for threesome sex :-) and that I seriously recommend you explore:

http://alt.com/go/p13779c
http://passion.com/go/261770
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However, to tell you the truth, www.ashleymadison.com is by far superior to these other three. WHY? Simply because www.ashleymadison.com has more "single" (unsatisfied in reality) women than the other three!

The only downside is that www.ashleymadison.com is only available in Canada and in the U.S.A while the other three sites are available world wide! But if you live in the U.S. or in Canada and you don’t open an account on www.ashleymadison.com, I think you're missing a wonderful opportunity!

Another recommendation is to find groups of people who have interests similar to your. The keywords to search are “bisexual rings or groups.” For example you'll find a few groups on the following ring:

http://k.webring.com/hub?ring=tala


An internet group is a community of people who want to share their same interests and meet like minded people. In my experience, people who are open enough to talk about sexuality are also interested in other forms of openness, or at least able to listen and respect your desires. So groups, clubs, chat rooms and internet websites related to sexuality, sexual minorities, group sex and sex education might be good places to find kindred spirits.

Recently I found a very interesting source of candidates. For a yearly fee, you can connect with people who have a web cam. This is a great advantage over a chat room. Chat rooms offer the anonymity of not being able to see the other person so you'll frequently bump into individuals who pretend to be something they’re not. Specifically men like to portray themselves as women for some reason.

When I'm not sure if I’m really chatting with a woman I ask female types of questions that normally a male wouldn't be able to answer. On this website that won’t happen because you’ll actually meet the person through the web cam.

Check it out for yourself: www.icu2.com ; it’s one of the reliable video chat site I know of. The only down side is that it’s heavily populated by gay men. So I suggest that if you search as a couple for a candidate, search in the gay women channel. This is where secretly most bisexual females communicate. The other one is PalTalk (http://www.paltalk.com).

Being aware that the internet is a phenomenal resource, I suggest you have a look at the links page on my site http://www.stepbystepthreesome.com, I update them regularly and keep on posting excellent websites that can be of help while planning your threesome.

You can click on the following link to take you directly to our links directory.
http://www.stepbystepthreesome.com/links/index.html

If you want even more information about how to Start having threesomes now go to
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Another great internet resource are blogs. Now, before I tell you about my favourite blogs let me tell you what blogs are: a blog is short for ‘web-log.’ In other words, it is like an online journal were people can express freely about what they think and feel!

A blog gives you your own voice on the web. It’s a place to collect and share things that you find interesting—whether it’s your political commentary, a personal diary, or links to web sites you want to remember.

Many people use a blog just to organize their own thoughts, while others command influential, worldwide audiences of thousands. Professional and amateur journalists use blogs to publish breaking news, while personal journalists reveal inner thoughts.

Whatever you have to say, blogs can help you say it.

There are hundreds of sexual blogs on the internet, I suggest you experiment searching on your favourite engine for different types of blogs. For example type on Google: Threesome blog or swinger’s blog or bisexual blog and see what comes out.

Here are some examples:
http://www.nakedloftparty.com/
http://www.erosblog.com/
http://www.fleshbot.com/
http://www.herdesires.net/
http://www.indecentblogging.com/red
http://www23.brinkster.com/lovelounge/

You’ll be surprised what you can find inside these really interesting web pages. I consider them a "source of sources", so I truly recommend that you take advantage of this "little known" resource for threesome ideas.

(As of the latest update of this manual, I am in the process of launching a blog, where I will share with you all my discoveries. I am including a link to it. However, bare in mind it is in the 'setting up' stage.)

Click the link below to access my blog:

2. Seminars (FFM) (MMF) / Conventions (FFM) (MMF)

Other places to find candidates are workshops, seminar and gatherings that have to do with human sexuality or intimacy.

http://www.adventurouscouples.com/
http://www.eroticuniversity.com/
http://www.openheartopenmind.net/
http://www.darkodysssey.com
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Besides, here's a list of my favourite sexy gatherings, Perhaps we'll meet each other in any of these great events ;-) 

http://www.neworleansinnovember.com/
http://www.chicagoadventure.org/
http://www.couplesfest.com/
http://www.swingstock.com/photos.html
http://www.orlandointerlude.com/
http://www.lifestyles-convention.com/

3. Clothing Optional Holidays (FFM) (MMF)

Another option to find a candidate for a threesome is going on a “clothing optional” holiday.

The people you'll find in these kind of places are usually open minded individuals, sometimes involved in the swinger's lifestyle. There are a several resorts in the world that cater specifically to people open for sexual play.

The most famous ones are **Hedonism I, II & III** in Jamaica. In these types of

As an additional tip let me share with you a resource that you'll find invaluable. There is an organization called "Wild Women Vacations" that is geared toward Bisexual and bi-curious women, where they organize trips for these special ladies. At least once per year they go to Hedo, but they also go to other resorts! One great tip is to "plan your trip accordingly" and you'll be on a place where bisexual women will outnumber males on a 10 to 1 base!

http://www.wildwomenvacations.com/hedonism.htm

Just to make you salivate, I'll share with you that a few years back in one of these outings, my hubby was "raped" by 6 women all at once, including me! LOL :-)

Mind you, as a couple you will not be able to book a trip through this organization, as only women are allowed. However, you can try to book a room at the same resort where they are meeting and you'll be inside "the eye of the hurricane"!

Below are a few websites that provide you with a lot of information when planning this type of holiday:

http://www.adultsonlytravel.com/events.html
http://www.nfntravel.com
http://playcouples-travel.com
http://www.cat69.com/desires.html
http://www.mexico4love.com
http://www.caribbean-hideaways.com
http://www.mexiconudist.com
http://www.jamaica-experts.com

Or have a look at my Erotic Travel Directory at 
http://www.stepbystepthreesome.com/links/erotictravel.html
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A word of warning: Do not confuse "Naturists" with "Nudists!"

Let me explain:
Naturists are people who love being naked. Normally you'll see in Naturist
resorts lots of families with children and people of all ages. They're very
intolerant of people looking for sexual play in their resorts!

Nudists, on the other hand, are usually couples or singles that enjoy being
naked, but also, in many cases, are open for sexual play. These people go to "Clothing
Optional" places, rather than "Naturist Places".

Our favourite “clothing optional” resort is http://www.seamountaininn.com, have a look
at their website!

4. Advertising (FFM) (MMF)

Advertising for an Aphrodite Trio (MMF) is an option that I don't recommend, but it could be
a possibility. You can either place an advertisement or reply to one. I personally don't feel very
comfortable with this method for an Aphrodite Trio.

But if you consider that placing an ad is for you; by all means go ahead. A small comment on
this subject: if you decide that answering an ad might be for you, avoid looking in the column
Men looking for Couples. The reason is that these types of guys might be very experienced in
Aphrodite Trio's and this might be intimidating for you, especially when it's your first time.

Look instead in the Men looking for Women column. Here you'll find obviously less
experienced guys that might be exactly what you're looking for. However, not all of them
might want to join you and partner. Anyway, it's worth a try.

If you decide to place an advertisement yourself, it's best to play both sides of the spectrum.
Place an advertisement as a single woman or as a couple and when you find the right guy, make
it happen for both of you. Remember, most likely these guys are looking for sex so they'll
unlikely balk at the idea of a Trio.

5. Seducing Friends (FFM) (MMF)

Why not seduce a friend? I'm sure you've got some friends that you wouldn't
mind having a threesome with, right? What's stopping you from seducing a good friend? That's
too scary? Well, how about seducing a friend you just met; in other words, how about
seducing a nice stranger?

For more information about how to seduce good friends or friends you’ve just met for a
threesome visit the following page: http://www.kickstartcart.com/app/?af=313429

If you want even more information about how to Start having threesomes now go to
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Another possibility is to go to a Swingers Club. Here it shouldn’t be too hard to find candidates that will be happy to help fulfil your fantasy. My husband and I go to Swing Clubs all the time. I find it a relaxed and easy way to meet new and likeminded people.

For more information about swinging visit the following page:  
http://www.kickstartcart.com/app/?af=313429

### 7. Singles Bars (FFM) (MMF)

Single girls in single bars can be wild! My hubby and I have met some really cute babes this way. Usually he is the one that starts the conversation. At the end of the day the ladies are looking for a guy not for a girl, however you’ll be surprised how open girls are in these night spots!

If you're looking for an MMF threesome, both of you can go to a single's bar carrying pen and paper along, and if you see someone interesting the woman of the seducing couple should walk up to him and whisper “I’m with someone tonight, but if you give me your phone number, I'll call you.” Then she should walk back to her partner while he watches her. Then the three of you have seen each other and this makes deciding easier.

### 8. Gay Bars (FFM)

Interesting but true, another great place to meet single bisexual girls is at Gay bars! Yes, many omni sexual women enjoy hanging out in these joints. I’ve met an array of very interesting women in these bars. Sad enough, many "straight" guys are not fond of going to gay bars. I would honestly say, if you want to expand your sex life, there's nothing wrong to pay a visit to these places once in a while. I'm not asking you to "turn gay", all I'm asking is to go there with your partner and have a look. You might meet a really cute girl :-).

A question I get frequently is: Would a lesbian bar be a good place to pick up a girl? Here’s my answer: Yes and No!

Mind you, lesbians in many cases don’t like bisexual women... They call us fence-sitters and closeted-dykes. They have all sorts of names for us...

One day I met a girl in a lesbian bar and she started telling me that she hated bisexual women. (Without knowing that I was one) "I don't date bisexuals because I'll hate her leaving me for a man!" After listening to her remark I understood the real reason behind her fears of being with bisexual women! There’s an old joke that goes: "What do lesbians bring on a second date?" "A U-haul." And another one that goes: "What do gay men bring to their second date!...What second date?" I guess if they would ask: "What do bisexual women bring on a second date? The answer will be; "Their husband!" Indeed we all have different needs and desires. So, to answer the question above ; is a lesbian bar a good place to pick up another girl? The answer is YES. That's if you want to experiment by yourself with another woman! But NO if you want to have a threesome. Most lesbians are very happy to have a one night stand. Lesbian women are fantastic teachers and if your hubby is open enough to let you be with one by yourself, I recommend you do it! However, BE STRAIGHT with her! Never lead her to believe that you’re a lesbian. Let her know in a polite way that all you want is sex. They'll love it if you ask for "sex lessons"!

If you want even more information about how to Start having threesomes now go to  
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I'll tell you about this option with a grin on my face :-) Females (me included) are a weird species! I swear! You'll never seen women so out of control as you'll see them in a male strip club! It's absolutely hilarious...(and a fantastic way to get women for a three-way-one night-stand!) Normally male strip shows are "standing room only" and it's not strange that these clubs turn away women trying to get in! Before the show starts, women drink a lot (to get in the mood) and they normally become unruly.

During the show RAUNCHY male strippers get women screaming and squealing with delight during their no holds-barred strip show and normally calm and sophisticated women go absolutely wild for the well-oiled muscle men whose performance lasts for not longer than 90 minutes! It is hard to explain, but every woman goes HOG WILD!

Twenty-five dollars gets you into this den of female delight, and another twenty buys a turn at the "hot seat"-- (an audience member's chance to participate in one of the sexy stage shows.) In the meantime, a slew of hard-bodies cater to an eager crowd below, with strokes, kisses and back-rubs. Usually, after the male dancers are finished their performance, other guys are then allowed to enter the club. And by that time, the male strippers have gotten the women so worked up, they pretty much have done all the foreplay for you.

These dancers seldom have sex with any of the women from the audience. (Although I've seen it happen) They're just like female erotic performers. Most of them are not interested in having sex with their audience... they're mostly interested in extracting as much money from them as they can. Besides, a lot of these male dancers are not interested in their audience simply because they're gay!

Simply imagine this situation: A woman has just watched 90 minutes of an erotic male performance by some of the best looking hunks she's ever seen. And don't forget... she's hot, partly drunk and HORMY as hell and her inhibitions have flown out the window. In other words...

She's Raring To Go!

Believe it or not, sometimes these women are so hot and excited, they're ready to jump the first set of bones they lay eyes on. And where are these "first set of bones"? Patiently waiting right outside the door of the club while his wife is already inside spotting possible threesome candidates! If you're a bit daring, male strip bars are a 'gold mine' for finding willing one-night-stand three way candidates! If you want a sure way to sell a lot of food, go to wherever it is where there are a lot of people half starved because they haven't eaten for a day and a half. By the same token, if all you want is a wild time, doesn't it make sense to go to the nearest place with the highest concentration of hot, horny women who are eager to have sex... because... they've just been sexually excited out of their minds by a group of gorgeous men? A group of men who are truly experts at getting women excited and then leaving them frustrated?

Just think about it. I've just given you THE secret to where to find candidates tonight for a three-way-one-night-stand ... while... at the same time... you are performing a public service for desperate, needy, attractive women!
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Here's a link to a website called Party Hardcore where you can see that I'm not exaggerating! You'll see how WILD women actually get!

http://www.nude-and-sexy.com/party-hardcore/party-hardcore-03.htm

On the page below you will also find 3 downloadable samples of how WILD woman get in these events. I thoroughly recommend you to get any of these videos they are CRAZY, they are FUN, and they are WILD!

http://www.loverboysusa.com/cfnm-strippers.php/tour

Below there's a link for the most famous of these joints in the Western World "Chippendales". Have a look and you can get a nice impression of what you can expect.

http://www.chippendales.com/highband/chippendales.htm

If you think this might be an option for you, I recommend that you contact them first to see if men are allowed in after the performance.

10. Great “Hunting” & Holiday Places  (MMF) (FFM)

To this day, hunters in Africa look for watering holes because this is where the animals they are hunting go to drink.

Ibiza

This makes hunting a lot easier. Believe it or not, there are such “hunting places” to easily arrange your threesome and enjoy a really nice holiday outside of Africa too! One of these places is called Ibiza. This tiny island is part of Spain. Ibiza is the world’s “party capital” and is full of nudist beaches and resorts. Ibiza is a hedonist dream world. People go to this place with the sole purpose of having fun (and make many of their sexual fantasies come true). The possibilities of meeting single and willing women are endless and the possibilities to join sex parties and orgies also abound!

Ibiza is famous for the extravagant parties that last all night and end at Noon, and for the Foam Parties that lead to very erotic experiences! :-)

If there is one place in the world where anything can happen that is Ibiza!
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Cap d’Agde

Another “hunting place” is Cap d’Agde, south west of Montpellier in France. This French Riviera resort is known around the world as the “naked city.” Only about 700 km’s south of Paris, you’ll find this “nudist paradise.” Just imagine every summer over 40,000 visitors enjoy this beautiful spot. Throughout Cap d’Agde you can be naked, in fact everyone is naked. In this resort, night life offers many very interesting possibilities...

I’ve never seen so many people having sex in so many different places as in Cap d’Agde. This place is a dream come true for real hedonists!

Ios and Mykonos

Greece has two of these 'hunting paradises' they are called Ios and Mykonos. These two islands in the Aegean Sea are well known for their bisexual activity. Although Mykonos is a predominantly gay island, there’s also an abundance of lesbian and bisexual women. Ios is a tiny island where parties are well known to last until the early hours in the afternoon! Some people say that there is so much going on at night that sometimes the island shakes!

Cuba

A lot of us have heard that “fantasy island” Cuba is one of the hot spots for sex travellers. This is so. However, Cuba has its ups and downs, depending on the crackdowns it endures every so often. What may be true about the sex scene today, can be different tomorrow. It’s been hit or miss lately. In the early 90’s, it was said that guys could get laid for a pair of jeans, a hair brush, or for a bottle of shampoo. These days the price for sex can range from $15 to $45, and as much as $100, depending on the quality of the girl, your looks, age and how well you can speak Spanish. My hubby and I do not like paying for sex, and we will not do it, no matter how beautiful a woman might be!

After several visits to the beautiful Western Caribbean Island, we now know that Cuban women love sex and they do not get offended by overtures the way cold blooded western women do. “Age or looks” are irrelevant here to the girls. Some girls just want some small items from the dollar stores, some want nada, some simply want a friend outside Cuba, and some will want cash -- trust me, you’ll meet them all!

In our experience, many girls will sleep with you after two hours of meeting them simply because they like you, and will be insulted by money offers -- if you like a girl, take her shopping or buy her a real dinner or make her feel special in some way or the other and you will most likely enjoy a passionate night!

If you want even more information about how to Start having threesomes now go to
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Remember, sex is part of life in Cuba! As we learn how to cook, girls in Cuba learn how to please -- they are all experts! And sex is part of their daily routine! The normal Cuban girl begins her sexually active life by the time she's 12! A 16 year old girl has reached her prime and anything over 20 is already over the hill.

YES! Many women are bisexual (or at least bi-curious) and very open to experiment, they will feel awkward at first, but after becoming comfortable they will take you home!

Cuban girls tend to have “dark” features. Their eyes are dark, with thick eyebrows and thick bushes between their legs. They aren't into shaving. Cuban girls tend to be tall and slender.

Never underestimate Cuban women! Many are highly educated -- perhaps a lawyer, doctor, optometrist. Also many can speak English, French or Italian.

In any case, Cuba is definitely a place to be sexplored and will very possibly yield several candidates for threesome sex!

**TIP:** One of the biggest disadvantages to going to Cuba by yourself (as a guy) is that in most hotels (if not all) Cuban women will not be allowed in. HOWEVER, if you go there as a couple, what you need to do is the following:

The two ladies should go in first, and about 15 minutes later the guy should follow, hotel guards are too naive to think that there might be something going on between the two ladies.

(When in Cuba remember: Prostitution is illegal but widespread. Customers are not prosecuted. It is no problem for a 16 year old Cuban to fuck a 14 year old girl. But it is a *BIG* problem for a tourist (male or female) to fuck any girl under 16. You can go to jail for this for up to 20 years. Age of consent is 18 years old.)

**Brazil**

"The mixture of African, Native Indian and Portuguese blood and a friendly attitude, has created some of the most erotic women in the world!"

Brazil is VERY liberal sexually and encounters are taken very lightly. To kiss someone means no commitment whatsoever, in many cases is just part of the evening's entertainment. To spend the night with someone is also often just an adventure to tell friends about the next day. On the beach girls wear the skimpiest thongs and beach costumes possible. You'll hardly ever see a girl topless on the beach though, it's as if that would be immodest, but showing 98% of the entire body is perfectly okay.
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One of the best places to meet women is on the beach. If you go for a swim ask someone you find attractive to take care of your things - not only will the thieves have no luck, but you’ll have a chance to start up a conversation afterwards.

Brazilian girls are so used to the intense come-ons of the local guys that they’re often touched by the sensitivity and tact of Westerners. While they might not make the first move, a smile is a definite invitation to come over and talk. You’ll rarely get a rude response if you go and speak to someone.

Many girls will have sex with you on the first night, others are just out to Flirt and have fun. Flirting is thought perfectly innocent...

Some girls are definite foreigner-hunters (working on your advantage) and will hang around the ex-pat nightspots. These women speak English. Others are just looking for something exotic.

Bisexuality amongst Brazilian women is common. In fact, in many night clubs you’ll see women engaged in very erotic dancing and even passionate kissing!

One of my favourite "amateur" sites is:

Here you can see lots of really attractive Brazilian women having sex, I’m sure you’ll appreciate their beauty :-)  

If you think Brazil might be an option for you, YOU MUST get your hands on the erotic guide for Women Of The World!

This is a superb guide, with up-to-date locations, addresses and telephone numbers of nightclubs, strip clubs, bars, restaurants and other great locations where you can meet open minded women. I suggest you click on the link below and download the 4 minute video trailer of their super DVD guide. It is super erotic :-)

http://www.4womenoftheworld.com/trailer/euphoricstream.wmv

Note: You will need the Real Player media player on your computer. If you don’t have it you can get it free at www.real.com

Mind you, Brazil is a very large country. That’s why you need to figure out where you want to go first. Here’s a city comparison to you decide:

http://www.4womenoftheworld.com/brazilcitycomparison.html
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Their really explicit DVD is simply fantastic! In fact we used it ourselves when visiting Brazil earlier this year and we had a blast! We had no intention to visit South America at first, then a friend of ours gave us this video and we were instantly SOLD! Next thing I knew we had booked a trip to Brazil! Even if you have no intention (at the moment) to visit Brazil

I recommend that you order a copy of their Brazil Erotic DVD Guide! Have a look at:
http://join.4womenoftheworld.com/track/MjE6Mzox/?tour=brazil

Or, if you want to become a member of their site for a month or two, you can see also the other guides they have for many other countries in Asia, like Thailand, Cambodia, the Philippines, China and Hong Kong.

http://join.4womenoftheworld.com/track/MjE6Mzox/?tour=angeles

Tip: What I think is super cool from this site is, that as a bonus for joining, they give you access to over 50 XXX rated sites. (Lots of them are really hot and classy!)

Estonia

Our latest discovery is not an exotic place, as Brazil, Ibiza or Cuba, in fact it is a very Nordic place. However, it is one of the wildest and most erotic places we've ever been: Tallinn!

For starters, there's an abundance of beautiful women everywhere you look, and if that's not enough, they're as HORNY and EAGER as a sexually starved teenager!

Because of it's proximity to Finland, the sauna culture is very important in Estonia. Most saunas downtown are mixed and they are great places to meet ladies or other couples on a very natural fashion. Our favourite sauna (and pool) in Tallinn is on the 26th floor of the Hotel Olümpia, besides there is a great view over Tallinn.

Tallinn is also famous for her club scene - "alternative" parties go on at Von Krahl, Spirit, abandoned warehouses and factories and in the Viimsi Winter Garden. When diving into the nightlife of Tallinn, I still recommend you keep a part of your head cool (trust me, when you see all what goes on there, it's easy to loose your mind!). It's not advisable at all to go who-knows-where with complete strangers you just meet. Beware!

Thailand

One of the great things about my husband's work is that it takes us to several places around this beautiful planet of ours, and one of the things we've discovered in our travels is that Buddhist countries tend to be quite liberal.

Thailand is no exception. Bangkok and Pattaya are famous for their night life and their Go-Go Bars, but that's not the reason we go there. The reason why we love Thailand is because we love massages! In Thailand you can have a one hour massage starting from 300 Baht. (US $7.00). If you want you can have a four hand massage for double that price! You can find a massage parlour in almost every corner in every city in this beautiful country.
In Thailand they are absolute masters of the art of massage. However, you need to know what to request.

Reflexology massage: A natural healing art, based on the principle that there are reflexes in the feet and hands which correspond to every part of the body. By stimulating and applying pressure to the feet or hands, you'll increase circulation and promoting specific bodily and muscular functions.

Ayurvedic Massage: A session usually lasts 80-90 minutes. Oil is used along with the powder in the massage and stretches are executed in conjunction with the natural rhythmic breathing of the client, up to the client's individual limit. The release is tremendous, which allows tension, emotional, physical and environmental stress in the muscles and tendons to dissipate and dissolve.

Shiatsu: Shiatsu massages are normally done fully clothed and involve pressing points on the body and stretching and opening of the energy meridians. Shiatsu is somewhat related to acupuncture, which is a form of anaesthesia and therapy used in Chinese hospitals for surgery. Its proponents view it as a form of treatment alternative to medicine or surgery.

Swedish massage: (Which is a proper name, not a reference to Sweden) refers to a collection of techniques designed primarily to relax muscles by applying pressure to them against deeper muscles and bones, and rubbing in the same direction as the flow of blood returning to the heart.

On-site or chair massage: is one name for a short (15-20 minute) massage of a client sitting in a special, portable massage chair. The client remains fully clothed and no oils are used while their shoulders, neck, upper back, head and arms are massaged.

Manual Lymphatic Drainage: This healing technique has become a popular massage choice. It blends soothing, gentle, rhythmical, precise massage-like movements to accelerate the flow of lymphatic fluid in the body. Deep Tissue Massage Deep Tissue Massage is used to release chronic muscle tension through slower strokes and more direct pressure or friction applied across the grain of the muscles.

Thai massage or Nuad Bo-Rarn: the traditional massage of Thailand, has been practiced for at least 2,500 years. It came to Thailand along with Buddhism and was originally practiced by Buddhist monks in their temples. The work consists primarily of pressure on energy lines and points, and a large variety of stretching movements. The stretching movements of Thai massage often resemble passive yoga asanas. One receives all the benefits of Yoga without having to perform any of the work! These stretches affect the entire body by increasing flexibility, releasing both deep and superficial tension, and helping the body's natural energy to flow more freely.

You must be salivating by simply reading this massage 'menu' . . . But wait I have not told you about my two favourite massage variations:

Oil Massage: For this massage you will be completely naked and they will massage your full body. Most massage parlours offer this type of massage.

If you are a woman simply imagine another woman massaging your entire body. (If you have not experienced this before, this will be a great and very safe opportunity). She will massage your breasts and between your legs, this can be very arousing!
Guys also experience a lot of enjoyment out of a massage of this nature in fact Thai massage parlours have created an interesting addition to this massage variation . . .

The Happy Ending: Just think of it . . . There you are, totally naked, being massaged by a 20 or 30 something petite lady, the lights dim, relaxing music is playing . . . It doesn’t require much before this turns erotic.

A "Happy Ending" simply means that after a full oil massage they will put a lot of oil on your cock and massage it until you cum. Mmm . . . Exciting, huh?

If you would like to experience a 'happy ending' massage, all you need to do is ask your masseuse if she will do a 'special massage'. Most of the ladies will gladly do it. (It is recommended that you give them a minimum tip of 300 Baht (U.S. $7.00) Very often they will ask you themselves 'special massage Madame?' or 'special massage Mister?' If you know what this means, simply say, YES, please, and you'll be in for a treat!

Now that you know about this, I'll tell you how Karl and I sexually enjoy our trips to Thailand, and why I wanted to include this knowledge in this section of my threesome manual...

We do the following: We go to a massage parlour and we request two one-hour oil massages. Two ladies will take us to a massage room and we will enjoy our 'special massage.' After our massage is finished we ask either one of them (usually the cutest) if she also does hotel massages (90% of them do).

We will make an appointment, booking her for 2 hours . . . When she arrives, I let her massage Karl first. What I'll normally do while Karl is having his massage, is take a bath and pamper myself in the bathroom. After an hour or so I will come out and by then Karl will be finished or almost finished. So I will get ready for my massage. Karl will go then to the bathroom and take a shower as he will be very oily.

Then he will come out with a towel around his waist and sit down on the bed. After a while of watching how she massages me. He will ask her if he can also massage me, and surely she will not object. He will start caressing my breasts while she will be working on my legs. Very smoothly Karl and I will start making out while she continues to massage me or possibly she will start to massage Karl. Slowly, the transition to having sex will naturally happen and she will continue to massage either one of us.

Trust me, having sex while being massaged is an incredible experience!

We learned this strategy from a German couple that lives in Thailand. They told us that this is a very common practice amongst "Farang" (foreigner couples) who visit Thailand.
Discover Everything There is To Know About Threesome Sex At:
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One thing you need to take into consideration is that the masseuse will not be participating, nor will I recommend you try to get her involved. Most Thai masseuses will feel comfortable massaging you while you have sex, however trying to get her involved might not be advisable. As in any part of the world, women in Thailand enjoy being treated with gentleness, dignity and respect.

Remember, sexuality in Asia is not seen like it is in the West. Sex is never viewed as a sin or dirty. A couple's massage is deemed a perfectly natural experience. Sexuality is just a way one expresses oneself to another human being and that's how they see it. At the end of the day, the lady massaging you is not a prostitute, so respect her professionalism and enjoy the ride!

Body Massage: This is another sort of massage that I am sure both of you will enjoy. Body massage is an interesting tradition in Thailand. Body massage is indeed a body massage. In other words Body-to-Body. The girl will undress cover herself with oil and will literally massage you with her naked body. This is a fantastic experience for men and women. We have enjoyed it many times. The price for this is around 1200.00 Baht (U.S. $30.00)

Again, we don't pay for sex and we don't have sex with these ladies, we simply enjoy the eroticism this experience can provide. Besides, this is another way you as a couple can simulate a threesome in a very safe environment!

Note: This type of massage will not be provided by the same massage parlours where you can get any of the other massages above. There are specific ways to arrange for this service. I am including a few links below that will help obtain this pleasurable experience. (Mind you, they are for obvious reasons these websites are more geared to the single man, but the recommendations in all websites sites are equally applicable for couples.)
http://www.themantour.com
http://www.whythailand.net

As you can see, Thailand can provide some really nice hedonistic opportunities. However, you need to go to that country with an open mind. Remember to be as gentle, generous and understanding as all Thai people are. Show respect for the Thai culture and customs, you'll learn a lot and you'll certainly be sexually pampered!

If you treat your visit to Thailand with the proper attitude, I guarantee you'll make lifelong friends and expand your consciousness! However, if you don't have the time or you don't like to travel that far, Vegas can also offer some of these "hedonistic" possibilities.

Have a look on this site to see what they have to offer:
http://lasvegasbodypampering.com/

If you want even more information about how to Start having threesomes now go to
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Here are some websites that will help you plan a vacation to any of these erotic destinations:
You can find more about Ibiza in: http://www.ibiza-spotlight.com/
You can find more about los in: http://www.iosgreece.com
You can find more about Mykonos in: http://www.mykonosgreece.com/
You can find more about Cap d'Agde in: http://www.cap-d-agde.com/
You can find more about Tallinn in: http://www.ttw.ee
You can find more about Cuba in: http://www.acrosscuba.com
You can find more about Brazil in: http://www.braziltourism.org/
You can find more about Thailand in: http://www.thailand-travelsearch.com/

As you can see, there are lots and lots of possibilities where you can make your fantasy vacation come true. I don’t know where you live, but if you cannot find what you're looking for there, why not explore the excitement waiting for you elsewhere?

These are other interesting Erotic Travel alternatives I want to share with you:
http://www.tsmtravel.com
http://www.cat69.com/desires.html
http://www.blackbeardsadultresort.com
http://21orover.com/

This is an interesting Blog that you might want to read. It will keep you updated with places and events focusing on erotic travel:
http://www.citiesofsin.com/

Suzy Bauer’s Erotic Calendar

Normally, I'd never share this information with anyone . . . So, consider yourself very lucky!

I have to admit that I’ve been to many clandestine parties and it has always been a lot of fun. As in the film Eyes Wide Shut, with Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman, to go to these parties you need a password!

In this case, here's my password: "Lots of Sex"!

Every year there are enough "erotic happenings" around the world to keep your calendar full! Most likely, you have no idea this goes on, so let me tell you about some of my favourite erotic events where I can GUARANTEE you can create a fantastic threesome!

If you want even more information about how to Start having threesomes now go to
http://www.kickstartcart.com/app/?af=313429
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To start, let me tell you that I ALWAYS keep my calendar open for at least one SKiN Party
per year...

What is SKiN? SKiN is sexy, erotic, wild, uninhibited, unique, entertaining, provocative,
positive, exciting, daring, free, secure, inspiring, respectful, feminine, selective, and inviting.

SKiN IS NOT: Ordinary, a swingers club, a meat market, a free for all, stuffy, catty or
aggressive, a mainstream vibe, your usual nightclub, cheesy, about gawking or commercialism.

SKiN is unlike anything you have ever experienced. It is not a gimmick; it is a culture of
exceptional people who come together in a thoughtfully crafted setting for enjoyment of a
classy, sophisticated, and erotic nature.

SKiN began in January 2001 in South Beach Miami. It has since come to include parties in Los
Angeles and New York, with occasional parties in Vancouver, BC (Canada), Las Vegas &
Dallas. SKiN is held only once a month in each of its participating cities and always on
Saturday.

These events are phenomenal! But you need to apply for a membership and they have a tough
selection process! However, if you’re selected you’ll have the time of your life!

Look at what Sexcetera once said in their TV programme about SKiN Parties:

"Only the creme-de-la-creme is allowed past the velvet rope...Sure it's not politically correct to
turn someone away because they are aesthetically challenged, but its owner makes no
apologies . . . partying at SKiN is a privilege, not a right". "SKiN has a screening process second
only to the FAA". "At its heart, SKiN is a woman's club, or more specifically, the parties are for
sexually adventurous women, and the men who love them for it."

Have a look at some pictures of some Skin parties:
http://www.skinparty.com/gallery.php

If you want to apply for a membership go to the following page:

If you want even more information about how to Start having threesomes now go to
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(A little bit of gossip) Don’t tell anyone I told you, but a reliable source confirmed to me that some of the videos on this website were filmed in several of the SKiN parties

Have a look: http://www.inthevip.com/3/main.htm?id=threesome&p=clean

I also try to keep an eye on the nymphomaniac parties organized by the Pleasure Zone! This event is also fantastic! Have a look at the pics: http://www.pleasurezonesf.com/pzsite03_pics.htm http://www.pleasurezonesf.com

Erotic Events in January/ February

Mardi gras Galveston
Galveston, Texas, USA
http://www.mardigrasgalveston.com

Join more than half a million people as they gather in the streets of Galveston Island to participate in the largest Mardi gras celebration in Texas. For 12 days and 11 nights the island is electrified by the sounds of live music, spectacular parades, elaborate masked balls, and very sexy action!

Tip: Before going to Galveston or if you’re planning to go to visit Texas or you happen to live there, make sure to sign up on the Bi babes Network! http://www.bibabesnetwork.com?suzybauer
My friend Les & Tracy also do some great parties! Full of sexy threesome candidates!

Mardi Gras New Orleans, Louisiana, USA
http://www.mardigrasneworleans.com

Women flash their breasts, and sometimes more, in exchange for cheap beads all day and all night for 2 weeks all in the name of tradition. For us Europeans tit-flashing is a bit too American, but this action leads to really hot stuff!

If you enjoy looking at pictures and videos of what actually goes on the wild nights of Mardi Gras I’m sure you’ll enjoy this site: http://www.tiava.com/pictures/mardigras0.php

Tip: Before planning your trip to Mardi gras check what these guys are planning. They also do some pretty WILD Parties! http://www.frenchconx.com.
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Erotic Events in March/ April

Spring Break Can Cun, Daytona Beach, Key West, South Padre Island.

Very honestly I have never been anywhere near any Spring Break Holiday, but I promised to give you as many ideas as possible of where to find women ready to have a threesome!

From what I understand, women go really wild during their holidays and if you're in your 20's or early 30's this might be a good place to have a wild time with a hot coed!

Erotic Events in May/June

Aqua Girl
Miami, Florida, USA
http://www.aquagirl.org

It's hot, it's steamy, and it happens only once a year. It's the thrill of being amid thousands of women, coming together in one of the most beautiful and exciting locations in the world, South Beach, Miami, Florida, for a weekend of spectacular events. In fact, if you watch “The L Word,” there was an episode where this event was featured. (http://www.thelwordonline.com/main.html)

This is an event you don't want to miss! Unfortunately this is a WOMEN ONLY event. Sorry guys ;-)

Don't be discouraged though. This is an unparalleled opportunity to meet bi women for a later encounter (of course, that's if you're a woman).

Bisexualplayground.com Weekend
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
http://www.bisexualplayground.com

This is a great event too. Mind you is also catering for bi men, Keep an open mind. Remember?

If you want even more information about how to Start having threesomes now go to http://www.kickstartcart.com/app/?af=313429
Erotic Events In
September/October

Party Cove
(Weekends from Memorial Day to Labour Day)

Party Cove is located at the Lake of the Ozarks, Missouri. It's one of the hottest and wildest party spots in North America! Every weekend from Memorial Day through Labour Day, thousands of people go to party cove and create the wildest parties on the water!

Over the years Party Cove has grown to where over a thousand boats gather in the once empty "Anderson Hollow Cove" at Lake of the Ozarks, creating what is now known all over the world as Party Cove!

http://www.lakeozark.com/partycove/partycovepics2.html
http://www.partycovexxx.com/partycove.html

http://www.partynakedvideos.com and Girls Gone Wild (http://www.girlsgonewild.com/freepics.php) are there every year to capture every bit of the action. Documenting the nudity and craziness that goes around there every weekend. This is one of those events that you need to see at least once in your life, the sexual energy in this place is incredible and I can almost guarantee you that a threesome will seem mild compared to the incredible opportunities to expand your sexual horizons this event will offer!

Women Fest Key West, Florida, USA
(Mid September)
http://www.womenfest.com

Women fest is an annual gathering in Key West to celebrate women and friends of women. It is a week-long celebration of freedom, fun, diversity and culture. Key West has been celebrating a "women's week" for almost 20 years now.
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This is another event where bisexual women outnumber men or straight women. This is also a great place to get acquainted with many wild ladies and have a fantastic time. Besides Key West is one of the nicest and most enjoyable spots in the western hemisphere!

**Exotic Erotic Ball & Expo**  
San Francisco, California, USA  
[http://www.exoticeroticball.com](http://www.exoticeroticball.com)

WANT TO SEE EROTIC? You've gotta see this party! The legendary Exotic Erotic Ball celebrates it's 26th fantastic year. I've been twice in this party and it has been one of the most erotic and spectacular nights I've ever experienced!

I took the liberty to include some of the videos that they feature in their website! I am sure you'll love them.


Note: You will require the Apple Quick player to see the videos. You can download it for free here:  

**Wasteland – The Wildest Party on Earth**  
Amsterdam, Netherlands  
[http://www.wasteland.nl](http://www.wasteland.nl)

This party takes place in my home town! Amsterdam And is not only erotic is kinky beyond kinky!

This party happens normally 3 times per year. Mind you this is a bit "advanced stuff" for many people, but if you think you can handle WILD, then this is a party for you!

If you want even more information about how to Start having threesomes now go to  
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Fantasy Fest October  
Key West Florida, USA  

http://www.fantasyfest.net/

Yet, another super erotic party where "anything goes" . . . This event is fantastic too,  
HOWEVER, the downside is that you need to book LONG in advance. Key West, being such  
a small island, gets packed for this event. That's why you need to take out your calendar and  
make sure to make your reservations early!

Of course I want to get you even more excited about this party, so here's a video teaser about  
a party you'll certainly enjoy:  

If you have any problems watching the video, go to  

Note: You will require the Apple Quick player to see the videos  
You can download it for free here:  

Ok, I've given you lots and lots of specific places where you  
can find candidates to make your hot threesome fantasy come true!

You have no excuse now!

Share with me your erotic adventures!  
Send me an email at:  
suzy@trinityebooks.com

Sexpert's Point of View:

I hope you have enjoyed this hard-to-find information. If you would like to learn more about how  
to make your threesome fantasies come true, visit www.stepbystepthreesome.com on the link  
below:

http://www.kickstartcart.com/app/?af=313429
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